
 

 

Save Your Time, Money and get Access to 

Iranian Economic News! 
 

 

Do you have a commercial, diplomatic, professional or other interest for 

keeping your finger literally on the pulse of daily economic developments in 

Iran? If so, you or the interests you represent should keep an eye on the 

Economic News Compendium of Iran (ENCI).   

 

Should you have immediate or future financial, industrial, commercial or long 

term investment opportunities in mind, Iran likely has a place in the thinking of 

your enterprise. That is of course if you are looking to be an integral part of the  

future shape of things to come in this region.   

 

Providing easy access to the benefits of being in close touch with economic 

developments in Iran is why Arman Iranian Legal and Economic Institute 

is now offering the low cost, daily online service ENCI. What it affords you 

is a survey of the economic news items gleaned from all national English 

language news agencies, newspapers and Iranian private and governmental 

virtual sources that publish economic news. Such information, collected by ENCI, 

is immediately accessible from your laptop, tablet or smart-phone with a minimal 

of keystrokes.  

 

The low cost ENCI will save anyone or any enterprise interested in Iran the 

hassle of dedicating human resources every working day in searching 

websites, online newspapers and other source materials. This will be a 

welcome advance on economic news gathering in this country especially for 

foreign missions, companies and enterprises already functioning here. This 

Iran news survey will also be an invaluable service for global entrepreneurs 

both large and small that have an eye peeled on establishing or re-starting 

profitable commercial relations not only in Iran but also using this prime 

location to manufacture at very competitive prices and supply the 300m 

people in this country and its immediate neighborhood. 

 

We help you to get swift and vast access during the day to a wide array of  

economic news and developments in the areas of finance, banking, industry, 

mines, trade, agriculture, services, tourism, the Tehran Stock Exchange, 

commercial law etc. throughout the day. Thus, you would have enough time to 



 

 

evaluate the news and use the weightiest, insightful and reliable sources from 

among different material with different degrees of quality, value and truth. 

 

50% of any economic monitoring, analysis and survey consists of its basic 

substance, namely news. We do half of the job for you and then you will have 

enough time and peace of mind to mull over the material and add to your 

knowledge on 

the current and future trends of the Iranian economic arena.  

 

ENCI will also provide an archive of all the items it daily puts online. 

This means giving easy access to all its subscribers and saving them both time 

and money when they want to retrieve a particular item or items.   

 

ENCI can be had free of charge on a two-week trial basis. Kindly contact us, get a 

warm welcome and then use your username and password to access ENCI. 

 

 

Try the Economic News Compendium of Iran (ENCI) 

http://www.iraneconomicnews.com/

